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Abstract We describe the mission concept of how ESA can make a major
contribution to the Japanese Canadian multi-spacecraft mission SCOPE by
adding one cost-effective spacecraft EIDO (Electron and Ion Dynamics Obser-
vatory), which has a comprehensive and optimized plasma payload to address
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the physics of particle acceleration. The combined mission EIDOSCOPE will
distinguish amongst and quantify the governing processes of particle acceler-
ation at several important plasma boundaries and their associated boundary
layers: collisionless shocks, plasma jet fronts, thin current sheets and turbulent
boundary layers. Particle acceleration and associated cross-scale coupling is
one of the key outstanding topics to be addressed in the Plasma Universe.
The very important science questions that only the combined EIDOSCOPE
mission will be able to tackle are: 1) Quantitatively, what are the processes
and efficiencies with which both electrons and ions are selectively injected
and subsequently accelerated by collisionless shocks? 2) How does small-scale
electron and ion acceleration at jet fronts due to kinetic processes couple
simultaneously to large scale acceleration due to fluid (MHD) mechanisms?
3) How does multi-scale coupling govern acceleration mechanisms at electron,
ion and fluid scales in thin current sheets? 4) How do particle acceleration
processes inside turbulent boundary layers depend on turbulence properties at
ion/electron scales? EIDO particle instruments are capable of resolving full 3D
particle distribution functions in both thermal and suprathermal regimes and
at high enough temporal resolution to resolve the relevant scales even in very
dynamic plasma processes. The EIDO spin axis is designed to be sun-pointing,
allowing EIDO to carry out the most sensitive electric field measurements ever
accomplished in the outer magnetosphere. Combined with a nearby SCOPE
Far Daughter satellite, EIDO will form a second pair (in addition to SCOPE
Mother-Near Daughter) of closely separated satellites that provides the unique
capability to measure the 3D electric field with high accuracy and sensitivity.
All EIDO instrumentation are state-of-the-art technology with heritage from
many recent missions. The EIDOSCOPE orbit will be close to equatorial with
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apogee 25-30 RE and perigee 8-10 RE. In the course of one year the orbit
will cross all the major plasma boundaries in the outer magnetosphere; bow
shock, magnetopause and magnetotail current sheets, jet fronts and turbulent
boundary layers. EIDO offers excellent cost/benefits for ESA, as for only a
fraction of an M-class mission cost ESA can become an integral part of a major
multi-agency L-class level mission that addresses outstanding science questions
for the benefit of the European science community.

Keywords Cosmic vision · Particle acceleration · Multi-scale coupling
in plasmas · Space plasmas

1 Introduction

Universality of the particle acceleration Most of the visible universe is in
the highly ionised plasma state. H. Alfvén even coined the term Plasma
Universe [1]. Plasma processes are at work everywhere, from radio galaxy
jets and supernova explosions to solar flares and planetary magnetospheres.
One of the most important and exciting properties of the Plasma Universe
is the explosive behavior of various energy conversion processes. The source
energy is accumulated in a large volume. The large-scale plasma motion that is
responsible for the energy build-up also creates embedded plasma boundaries
inside the energy-storing space. When micro-physics, with much faster time
scales, sets in at the boundaries, explosive onsets of an energy conversion
process take place. These explosive processes not only simply heat the plasma
but lead to charged particle acceleration to well above thermal energies.
Understanding particle acceleration mechanisms is of major importance in
space science.

Importance of scales Particle acceleration is controlled by electromagnetic
field dynamics across fundamental plasma scales: Debye length, electron
kinetic, ion kinetic, fluid and system size. The kinetic scales are given by
corresponding inertial length or gyroradius scales. The interaction of electrons
and ions with electromagnetic fields on all these scales leads to different
types of particle acceleration, from the formation of strong beams to the
formation of extended suprathermal tails in particle distribution functions.
The strongest particle acceleration is produced by electromagnetic fields at
the boundaries where the micro-physical processes are operative. The micro-
physics, in turn, is driven by the external large-scale dynamics in which the
boundary is embedded and the micro-physics can also lead to the changes
in the large-scale plasma dynamics. Understanding particle acceleration thus
involves identifying the micro-physical agents and elucidating how they are
driven and how they interact with the ambient large-scale plasma dynamics.
This influence of small scales on larger scales is very evident, e.g. in the
context of magnetic reconnection, where a phenomenon occurring in a very
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small region deeply impacts the plasma dynamics at the scale of the full
magnetosphere.

Space boundaries addressed by EIDOSCOPE The Earth’s space environ-
ment is determined by the interaction between the solar wind, a supersonic
plasma flow originally ejected from the upper atmosphere of the sun, and the
terrestrial magnetic field and plasmas confined by that magnetic field. This
global solar wind-magnetosphere interaction process creates different plasma
boundaries where coupling with large-scale bulk plasma processes and the
kinetic processes can be studied in detail. This makes near-Earth space an
ideal place to study particle acceleration processes involving different scales.
Figure 1 shows the main boundaries and boundary layers that are created
in this interaction region around the Earth: the bow shock, at which the
supersonic solar wind is decelerated; the magnetosheath, which is a turbulent
transition layer; the magnetopause, which is the outer boundary of the mag-
netosphere. The energy transport/transfer process inside the magnetosphere is
driven strongly by the reconnection at the magnetopause and the magnetotail.
The magnetotail reconnection creates Earthward plasma jets that interact with
the Earth’s dipole field and ambient plasma forming another boundary layer:
the jet front layer. These are the main plasma boundaries and boundary layers
that EIDOSCOPE will observe.

Space as the best in situ laboratory for kinetic scales Critically, most as-
trophysical plasmas are collisionless, which means that their constituents
can be far from thermodynamic equilibrium with each other. The resulting

Fig. 1 Typical location of plasma boundaries encountered by EIDOSCOPE. This illustration of
the magnetosphere is from a hybrid simulation, courtesy D. Krauss–Varban
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Fig. 2 Typical plasma
parameters encountered
by EIDOSCOPE. Plasma
temperature reflects proton
temperature. Electron
temperature is usually ∼5
times smaller and heavy
ion temperature can be
a few times larger than
proton temperature

nonlinear dynamics provides diverse mechanisms for momentum and energy
flow and redistribution as well as charged particle acceleration. In situ space
observations allow detailed observations of those processes down to particle
kinetic scales. Simultaneous measurements of particle distribution functions
and electromagnetic fields are accessible only in space and are required to
address the questions of particle acceleration. Figure 2 shows the wide range of
plasma parameters (density and temperature) where particle acceleration can
be studied in the outer magnetosphere. The EIDO instruments will be designed
such that all this parameter space will be covered. Figure 3 illustrates that
despite that the plasma density and magnetic fields in laboratory, space and

Fig. 3 Typical non-dimensional plasma parameters encountered by EIDOSCOPE compared to
laboratory/solar/astrophysical plasma environments. Example laboratory experiments included
here are Magnetic Reconnection Experiment or MRX [2], Reversed Field Pinch Experiment or
RFX [3] and large tokamaks, e.g. [4]
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Table 1 Multi-spacecraft missions in near-Earth space

Mission Years Description European contribution

ISEE-1,2 1977–1987 2 s/c, outer magnetosphere ESA/NASA mission
DE-1,2 1981–1990 2 s/c, inner magnetosphere Hardware contribution
AMPTE 1984–1989 3 s/c, outer/inner magnetosphere UK/German/NASA mission
Cluster 2000–2014 4 s/c, ion/fluid scales ESA/NASA mission
THEMIS 2007–2009 5 s/c, system scales, substorm onset Hardware contribution
MMS 2014– 4 s/c, electron scale reconnection Hardware contribution
SCOPE 2020– 5+ s/c, cross-scale coupling EIDO

There has been a major European contribution to almost all of those missions

astrophysical plasmas can differ by more than 20 orders or magnitude, when
plotted in non-dimensional plasma parameters, those plasmas can be rather
similar to each other.

Multi-spacecraft missions Table 1 shows multi-spacecraft missions that have
been studying near-Earth space. Each of these missions has had its dedicated
goal of scales and corresponding physics topics to be addressed. EIDOSCOPE
would be the first dedicated mission to study multi-scale plasma physics.

EIDOSCOPE conf igurations Figures 4–6 sketch the basic spacecraft
configurations during the mission’s nominal phase. There are many unique
and decisive contributions that EIDO can bring to the SCOPE constellation
in studying particle acceleration at plasma boundaries. For example, only
EIDOSCOPE(but not SCOPE alone) will allow:

– to quantify at sufficiently high temporal resolution essential plasma
particle and field parameters simultaneously on both sides of plasma
boundaries,

– to have high precision 3D electric field measurements and resolved
electron-scale observations in two spatially separated locations,

Fig. 4 EIDO configuration 1,
the first phase of the mission,
illustrating how EIDO will be
able to add one more scale
(ion/fluid) to EIDOSCOPE.
The SCOPE Mother/Near
Daughter spacecraft are
separated on electron scales.
a Typical orientation of the
bow shock, magnetopause,
and jet braking boundaries.
b Typical orientation of the
current sheet found in the
magnetotail
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Fig. 5 EIDO configuration 2, the second phase of the mission. EIDO and one SCOPE Far
Daughter spacecraft will form a second electron scale pair of spacecraft. In concert with the
SCOPE Mother/Near Daughter, this configuration will perform simultaneous dual-spacecraft
electron-scale measurements at two locations which are separated by ion or fluid scale distances

– to observe simultaneously on one additional scale enabling detailed studies
of multi-scale coupling that are essential for particle acceleration,

– to measure key properties of the boundaries such as curvature and
dynamics.

The combined EIDOSCOPE mission, in comparison to SCOPE alone, will
be able to address in a much more conclusive way the key science questions
of particle acceleration at plasma boundaries that represent the cutting edge
science topic for plasma astrophysics.

2 Science

The science requirements on EIDO payload are specified in Table 2. The rest
of the section addresses in detail the science questions that have lead to those
requirements.

Fig. 6 EIDO configuration 3,
the third phase and possibly
the extension phase of the
mission. The configuration
shown can be used to estimate
arbitrary boundary curvature,
acceleration, and deceleration
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Science question I. Collisionless shocks Quantitatively, what are the processes
and ef f iciencies with which both electrons and ions are selectively injected and
subsequently accelerated by collisionless shocks?

Collisionless plasma shocks are some of the most spectacular, visually-
striking and energetic phenomena in the Universe. Generated by supernovae,
stellar winds, or the rapid motion of objects such as neutron stars, they have
a number of important effects. A primary accelerator for galactic cosmic
rays is widely believed to be shocks driven by supernova remnants, where
Mach numbers can reach 400 or more. A key, yet unknown, ingredient in
this process is the injection of suprathermal particles into the acceleration
mechanism. That injection occurs over a thin “sub-shock” region at which

Table 2 Science requirements on EIDO payload

Science requirement Comment

R1 E, B fields E, B fields should be measured with sufficient temporal
resolution to resolve the smallest electron scales and
for E field also the smallest Debye length scales.

R2 E, B field sensitivity E, B fields should be measured with sufficient sensitivity
to have the noise floor below the typical lowest wave
amplitudes observed at least down to sub-ion scales.

R3 E, B field accuracy E, B fields should be measured with sufficient accuracy,
0.1 mV/m and 0.1 nT. (This would correspond to
∼10 km/s accuracy of ExB-drifts across boundaries
for ambient B=10 nT).

R4 3D E field 3D electric field should be continuously measured across
boundaries with at least sub-ion scale resolution having
the same sensitivity (R2) and accuracy (R3) requirements
on the third electric field component but only in a
combination with a nearby spacecraft.

R5 thermal electrons/ions Thermal electron/ion 3D distribution functions should be
resolved with sufficient temporal resolution to resolve
respectively electron/ion characteristic scales.

R6 energetic electrons/ions Suprathermal and energetic electron/ion 3D distribution
functions up to at least 500 keV should be measured at
least on ion scales.

R7 thermal ion composition Thermal ion mass-resolved 3D distribution functions
of major ion species H+, He++, He+ and O+ should
be measured at least on the characteristic scale of
respective ions.

R8 energetic ion composition Mass resolved 3D distribution function at least up to
500 keV of major ion species H+ and O+ should be
resolved on their respective scale.

R9 phase speeds EIDO alone and/or in combination with other satellites
should resolve typical phase speeds comparable to
typical electron thermal speeds and/or electron
Alfvén velocities and/or whistler phase speed,
≤20,000 km/s.

R10 plasma density resolution To measure the plasma density fluctuations and density
gradients down to electron scales with precision better
than ∼10%.
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the final bulk deceleration, corresponding to Mach numbers in the range
5–40, takes place. The interaction of the fast-moving solar wind with the
Earth’s magnetosphere results in a bow shock. While the size, curvature and
incident flow speed at the terrestrial bow shock limit its ability to accelerate
particles to the highest energies, Mach numbers can reach 20, comparable
to the sub-shock regions within supernova shocks that fuel the injection of
suprathermal particles for the subsequent Fermi acceleration mechanism. The
age, large scale, and strength of interplanetary shocks provide access to a
wider range of parameters over which to explore the relative efficiencies of ion
and electron acceleration. Thus high-resolution observations at interplanetary
shocks offer breakthroughs in understanding what factors control the relative
efficiencies of electron and ion acceleration.

A knowledge of the intricate feedback between very fine scale electric field
structures and ion dynamics, and the resulting variability in the shock profile
and structure, will lead to a definitive solution to the “injection problem” that
is at the heart of shock acceleration as invoked for cosmic-ray production.
In order to quantify the effects of shock ripples, measurements are required
of gradients of the shock surface at fluid scales; of ion distribution variations
around and within the ripples, with variations on the scale of an ion gyroradius;
and of electron heating and acceleration at the smallest scales. The origin
and evolution of the cycle of turbulence and particle distributions need to
be explored by measurements at the disparate scales. The coupling of such
features to larger-scale diffusive (Fermi) acceleration from initial injection
to power-law energy spectrum remains an observational challenge that only
EIDOSCOPE can address, particularly during the first phase of the mission
(see Fig. 4).

The numerical results in Fig. 7, for example, suggest that the shock surface
is rippled by local ion and current instabilities. The observational properties
of these ripples, e.g., amplitude and wavelength, are unknown. The ripples
provide time-varying fields which can trap some particles, enabling them to
“surf” the shock front and systematically pick up energy from the large-scale
motional electric field. Such surfing is potentially important for both ion and
electron acceleration.

Science question II. Jet fronts How does local electron and ion acceleration
at jet fronts due to kinetic processes couple simultaneously to large scale
acceleration due to f luid (MHD) mechanisms?

High speed plasma flows, commonly referred to as jets, are ubiquitous
in plasma environments. Jets are observed in laboratory devices [6], in the
magnetospheres of Earth [7, 8] and other planets, in the solar corona [9] and
chromosphere [10], and in most classes of compact astrophysical objects that
rotate rapidly and/or accrete matter from their surroundings, such as proto-
stars [11] or supermassive black holes [12].

A fundamental aspect of jet physics, that is very important for particle
acceleration, concerns the way jets propagate and interact with the ambient
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Fig. 7 Two-dimensional magnetic field maps of a “rippled” simulated shock overlain with the
average shock profile (from [15]). Axes are in units of the proton inertial length c/ωpi, which is
an order of magnitude smaller than the ion gyration in the magnetic field. These ripples influence
the ion dynamics/reflection, and serve as sites of possible electron trapping and acceleration [5].
Overlain is the EIDOSCOPE configuration showing the ability to measure 3D electric fields and
gradients both along the magnetic field (blue lines) and along the shock surface

medium and obstacles. Such interaction leads to the deceleration and even-
tually the braking of jets resulting in the dissipation of much of their kinetic
energy into electromagnetic energy. This leads to the creation of strong electric
fields causing strong particle heating and acceleration. An example is the hard
X-ray emission from loop-top sources during solar flares, that is believed to be
produced by energetic electrons accelerated when the reconnection jet hits the
dense loop plasma in front of it [13].

In situ measurements in the Earth’s magnetosphere, particularly in the
magnetotail where the magnetic field topology is often similar to that during
solar flares, can play an important role in the identification of the different
particle acceleration mechanisms. Transient and localized plasma jets play a
major role in the mass, energy and magnetic flux transport in the Earth’s
magnetotail [7, 14]. EIDOSCOPE will be able to address the particle accel-
eration both for acceleration at propagating jet fronts and for acceleration
around the dipole obstacle, where jets eventually brake (jet braking region),
and will establish the connection between these two cases. Such jets are most
likely created by reconnection in the magnetotail current sheet, although other
generation mechanisms such as current disruption may be important [15]. The
link between particle acceleration at jet fronts in the jet braking region and the
injection process into the inner magnetosphere is not yet understood.

At fluid spatial and temporal scales particle acceleration is produced by
adiabatic betatron and Fermi acceleration mechanisms within large-scale
magnetic flux tubes moving with the jets. However, at smaller scales, large
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enhancements of ion and electron fluxes up to many 100s keV occur within jet
fronts [16, 17], mostly due to non-adiabatic mechanisms. Observations indicate
that strong electric fields and waves therein can efficiently trap and accelerate
both ions and electrons, as shown in the bottom right panel in Fig. 8. For
this case, the size of the front layer is between ion and electron scales and
acceleration mechanisms for protons and electrons are different, as indicated
by the difference in their pitch-angle distributions.

This example singles out the important multi-scale aspects of acceleration at
jet fronts. Determining accurately the spatial scale and the orientation of the
front layer at ion/sub-ion scales is essential for understanding the acceleration
and scattering processes since ions and electrons behave differently across
the thin front. Also, the maximum energy gain that can be obtained from
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Fig. 8 THEMIS three inner spacecraft observations of a jet braking region [16]. Enhanced
energetic particle flux is identified at the boundary within jet front where sharp changes in Bz
occur. Energetic ions having larger gyroradii respond differently than the electrons due to the
finite thickness of the boundary. The three spacecraft observed a similar front, but the background
field increases as the distance decreases from the Earth. In order to understand the acceleration
process, both the large-scale change and the local structure of the boundary needs to be captured.
A possible configuration of EIDOSCOPE is overlaid in the left panel
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acceleration by the motional electric field along the jet front depends on
its lateral extension (much larger than its thickness). Hence multi-spacecraft
observations at several ion scales are necessary to infer the lateral size of
the jet front and to eventually establish the efficiency of the direct electric
field acceleration in comparison to e.g. wave turbulent acceleration. Simul-
taneously, determining large-scale gradients in the ambient magnetic field is
crucial to determine the effect of the adiabatic acceleration. Since the newly
accelerated energetic particles can rapidly drift away from the acceleration
site, it is essential to monitor the particle distributions at multiple scales to
judge if the observed pitch-angle distribution is due to local acceleration or is
an effect of the drift. This requires monitoring the structure/evolution of the
jet front through meauserements by spacecraft separated by fluid scale, i.e.
several 1000s km.

Science question III. Thin current sheets How does multi-scale coupling gov-
ern acceleration mechanisms at electron and ion/f luid scales in thin current
sheets?

Electric currents in astrophysical plasmas are very often concentrated in thin
sheets. In most cases current sheets are driven by the large-scale dynamics of
magnetic fields and plasma. Examples are current sheets in the solar corona,
created by photospheric flux tubes motion and separating plasma of similar
properties, and the terrestrial magnetopause, forming upon interaction of
plasmas with different origin and therefore different properties (solar and
magnetospheric). Current sheets can be very extended, that is, their extension
can be comparable with the typical scale of the system. Examples are current
sheets in the solar corona [18], in the quiet solar wind [19] and the spectac-
ular heliospheric current sheet, which threads the entire heliosphere until it
interacts with the termination shock and accelerate particles to high ener-
gies [20]. On the other hand, current sheets can have an extension that is much
smaller than the scale of the system. For example, small-scale current sheets
can spontaneously form in a turbulent environment and fill large volumes.
Examples of small-scale current sheets are found in the near-Earth space both
at ion [21, 22] and electron [23] scales. Other examples are turbulent current
sheets in accretion disks or in the solar corona and the solar wind [24, 25].
Electron scale current sheets are also studied extensively in laboratory plasmas
such as in Magnetic Reconnection Experiment or MRX [26]. Current sheets
are places where free energy contained in plasma can be efficiently released
into particle acceleration, via a number or mechanisms such as magnetic
reconnection, Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and wave-particle interactions.

Figure 9a shows one example a numerical simulation of electron acceler-
ation in a thin current sheet with developed magnetic islands [27]. A small
number of electrons (shown by black dots) are accelerated to relativistic
energies at the reconnection site by the inductive electric field (coloured
background) arising from the islands growth and coalescence. Simulations
also suggest that particle acceleration strongly depends on the guide field
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(magnetic field component along the current direction). Figure 9b shows a 3D
simulation of a thin current sheet with guide field and shows the geometry
of the magnetic islands/flux-ropes [28]. Numerical modelling indicate that
reconnecting current sheets form magnetic islands of various sizes that develop
and coalesce both in the solar and magnetospheric environments [29–31].
A multi-island environment is very dynamic. Both parallel electric fields at
reconnection sites, inductive electric fields associated with rapid changes of the
magnetic field, and betatron and Fermi acceleration in contracting islands may
drive electron acceleration [27, 32]. The specific acceleration processes at work
depend on the island size, yet acceleration may occur at all stages of island
formation. Multi-scale island formation remains poorly explored. Answering
how particles are accelerated in such scenario requires simultaneous multi-
scale observations where both magnetic island scales (several ion scales up
to fluid scales) and scales below an ion scale (to resolve localized electron
acceleration) have to be carried out simultaneously. Observations of small-
scale islands at the magnetopause and magnetotail current sheets have been
provided recently [33, 34], including the observation of island coalescence [35],
which was largely based on the comparison between data and simulations.
These studies have highlighted the limitations of current spacecraft measure-
ments since these can only target the dynamics of island formation at a single
scale characteristic of the spacecraft separation. Furthermore, instruments
lack the high temporal resolution that is required to resolve thermal and
suprathermal particle dynamics within islands.

Science question IV. Turbulent boundary layers How do particle acceleration
processes inside turbulent boundary layers depend on turbulence properties at
ion/electron scales?

The Plasma Universe is often in a turbulent state. The plasma dynamics
is strongly nonlinear resulting in unordered, chaotic fluctuations of plasma
velocities, densities, electric and magnetic fields. Turbulence is the natural,
universal process through which energy is transfered from large-scale sources
to smaller scales due to nonlinear plasma interactions generating fluctuations
at smaller and smaller scales. At the smallest scales dissipation mechanisms
become efficient and the energy is transferred into particle heating and
acceleration. The nature of turbulent energy transfer through scales is still
not fully understood, and represents one of the most intriguing problems of
modern physics [36, 37]. Turbulence is thought to play an important role in
many astrophysical environments, as for example in the interstellar [38] and
interplanetary media [39], as well as in stellar convective motions [40].

Turbulence is mostly characterized by inhomogeneity, anisotropy, and inter-
mittency. These are often due to the finite size of the systems, or the properties
and geometry of the energy injection mechanisms, or anisotropic force terms
such as gravity, or the presence of boundaries. Turbulent fluctuations of space
plasmas are intrinsically 3D, but due to the presence of an ambient magnetic
field they tend to be strongly anisotropic. The anisotropy of fluctuations has
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Fig. 9 Dynamic magnetic islands within thin current sheets. a Electric fields and acceleration of
energetic electrons [27]. b Formation of islands/flux-ropes in a 3D simulation with a guide field [28]

been quantified at small scales, showing lack of universality [39, 41]. In wave
vector space, scales perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field are shorter
than parallel ones [42]. This behaviour has been shown to be scale dependent
[43]. Study of cosmic ray transport suggests that the perpendicular turbulence
geometry must play a dominant role to account for the long mean free paths
of cosmic rays [44]. On the other hand, recent Cluster observations show
that anisotropy is different from region to region [45]. Understanding how
turbulence and the resulting particle acceleration are affected by presence of
boundaries, as well as by the anisotropy and inhomogeneity is a key issue that
is far from being properly understood.

Figure 10 displays the distribution of currents on ion to electron scales
obtained from an electron-magnetohydrodynamics numerical simulation. Full
particle 3D simulations are needed in order to resolve the details of particle
acceleration at such electron-scale current sheets. At present, such simulations
can accommodate only a very limited range of scales, and simultaneous
resolution of MHD and electron scales in 3D is not possible. Simultaneous
multi-scale observations of turbulent electric and magnetic fields and particle
distributions are crucial to understand the conversion of turbulent energy into
ion and electron heating and particle acceleration.
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Fig. 10 3D simulation of Hall MHD turbulence reveals that plasmas are spatially localized into
thin current sheets and eddies (left side) [46]. Multi-point measurements of EIDOSCOPE are
essential to discriminate between spatial and temporal variations of electric and magnetic fields,
and to describe the plasma properties surrounding the current sheets. A possible trajectory of the
spacecraft fleet across one current sheet is shown (right side). Courtesy S. Servidio

At small scales, the importance of multi-scale measurements becomes evi-
dent. On small scales, temporal variations no longer reflect convected spatial
variations and the electric and magnetic fields must be measured with the
caharacteristic spatial resolution of local processes. The electric field must be
measured in three dimensions (i.e., three components) to distinguish between
distinct wave-particle interaction mechanisms, e.g.: particle acceleration asso-
ciated with electric fields parallel to the mean magnetic field (Landau reso-
nance), and acceleration by rotating perpendicular electric fields (cyclotron
resonance). The concept of EIDOSCOPE providing 3D electric field measure-
ments at two spatial points is essential for their purpose (Configuration 2).
This will give two pairs of measurements of the electric field components, in
the same direction, providing small scale spatial resolution in one direction.
Likewise, since ion heating is essentially a kinetic process, two point small-
scale measurements of ion distribution functions (at different energies) will
be employed to determine the solar wind heating and particle acceleration
mechanisms.

Multi-point Cluster observations [47] have recently shown that turbulence
anisotropy exists on sub-ion scales [48] bringing new questions on the na-
ture of the fluctuations which are hard to answer only with magnetic field
measurements as previously done on larger scales. Knowledge of electric
field and particle distribution functions at sub-ion scales is needed for satis-
factory analysis of the problem. It is important to understand what exactly
the anisotropic fluctuations look like in 3D. Moreover, for problems such
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as particle acceleration, it is crucial to quantify the relative scalings in the
parallel and perpendicular direction, and to compare them with theoretical
and numerical results [49].

3 Multi-spacecraft boundary methods applicable for EIDOSCOPE science

Single scale methods To meet the proposed EIDOSCOPE science goals
requires not only the accurate measurements of the parameters but also
the dedicated analysis of the obtained sets of parameters from multi-point
observations. Table 3 gives an overview of some of the most commonly used
single and multi-spacecraft methods, their capabilities and required input
data. Studies based on four spacecraft have provided a wealth of new insight
about plasma structures in space and they have also led to a revival and a
verification of many single spacecraft methods. Without further assumptions
and constraints, four is the minimum number of measurements to resolve
fully spatio-temporal ambiguities over a single scale, but with some a priori
knowledge about a boundary, the same techniques can also be applied with
two-point (pair) or three-point measurements.

Multi-scale methods For a deeper understanding of acceleration processes at
plasma boundaries, simultaneous observations on several scales are required.
EIDOSCOPE, with its 6 spacecraft, will add this new multi-scale dimension
combining different boundary layer analysis techniques at different scales, as
can be seen in Table 4. Increasing the number of the spatial scales of interest,
however, does not necessarily mean the necessity of 4-point measurements
at each scale. Planarity and/or stationarity condition(s) are often fulfilled
for the timescale of interest at the plasma boundaries where EIDOSCOPE
observations take place, at least for certain scales, so that a 3D (4-point)
measurement is not required for such scales to characterize the process. More
sophisticated data analysis methods that exploit physical or geometrical con-
siderations can reduce the required number of points or can be used to verify
some of the assumptions, such as planarity, acceleration, or time-stationarity
of the boundary. In particular, Configuration 3 with a properly positioned
EIDOSCOPE can specifically address the issue of non-linearities in gradients,
of time-varying boundary motion, or of the non-planarity of discontinuities
[50, 53].

Example Figure 11 illustrates an example of possible EIDOSCOPE obser-
vations during the crossing of a current sheet near the reconnection region.
For Configuration 1, Fig. 11a, observations with three-scale variations along
the current sheet are realized. EIDO can be used to determine the fluid/ion
scale context, such as the orientation of the sheet and the plasma and field
conditions on either side of reconnection X-line. This requires certain assump-
tions concerning the time-stationarity of the current sheet, its curvature, or
its speed, which can all be obtained from one or more of the methods in
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Table 3 Overview of some common methods and required measurements to infer some of the
key parameters of plasma structures

Orient Veloc Accel Required data

Timing/triangulation methodsa

CVA Constant velocity approach X X Any quantity
CTA Constant thickness approach X X X ..
PVA Polynomial velocity approach X X X ..
DA Discontinuity analyzer X X Xb B

Gradient methods
GRA Gradient of any quantity X Any quantity
MVAcE Minimum variance of ∇ × E X X Full 3D E field
MDDd Minimum directional derivative X B
STDe Spatio temporal derivative X X B

Single spacecraft & residue methods
MVAB Minimum variance of B X B
MVAE Maximum variance of E X full 3D E field
HT deHoffmann-Teller analysis X X E (or V & B)
MFR Minimum Faraday residue X X E (or V & B)
MMR Minimum massflow residue X X V, B & n
COMf Combination of above X X

Additional information such as crossing duration can often be utilized to infer the thickness of a
structure. For an overview of methods, see e.g., [50]. EIDOSCOPE will be able to utilize all these
methods, sometimes on several scale sizes simultaneously. EIDOSCOPE will also provide a better
assessment of error margins and the validity of assumptions
aIn its simplest form, timing methods require minimum 2 spacecraft. Typically 4 spacecraft are
used
bAdditional information about orientation from e.g., single spacecraft methods needed
cKnowledge about the ∇ operator can also be used to estimate e.g., magnetic curvature
dThe MDD method [51] can provide information about the dimensionality of a structure and
orientation of 1D (e.g., boundary normal of current sheet) or 2D (e.g., axis orientation of a flux
rope) structures
eThe STD method [52] can provide velocity as function of time for a plasma structure
fCombining variance matrices from several spacecraft or several methods used to utilize all
available information

Table 4 Magnetospheric multi-spacecraft mission ability to address physics at different scales

Mission # e− scales Ion scales Fluid scales

Cluster small separation 4 1 point Tetrahed 1 point
Cluster large separation 4 1 point 1 point Tetrahed
Cluster multi-scale 4 1 point 1 pair 3 point
THEMIS 5 1 point 1 point multipoint
MMS 4 Tetrahed 1 point 1 point
Cross-Scale 12 Tetrahed Tetrahed Tetrahed
SCOPE 5 1 pair Tetrahed 1 point
EIDOSCOPE Config 1 6 1 pair Tetrahed 1 pair
EIDOSCOPE Config 2 6 2 pairs Tetrahed 1 point

1 point: single point measurements obtained while scanning through a structure can partially reveal
features at the structure scale if it is time-stationary during the crossing. Pair: a pair of spacecraft
can resolve spatial scales in one direction; two pairs allow in addition to identify the differences
from one pair to another. Tetrahedron: 4 spacecraft allow the 3D exploration of spatial structure at
the tetrahedron scale. Multi-point: irregularly spaced spacecraft sample the scale in an exploratory
way
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Fig. 11 Example of boundary layer determination using EIDOSCOPE. a EIDOSCOPE in
Configuration 1. b EIDOSCOPE in Configuration 2. See text for details

Table 3. At the same time, the simultaneous ion/electron scale observations
by the SCOPE spacecraft will resolve the overall thickness of the current
sheet and the changes in the particle distribution functions across the sheet.
This EIDOSCOPE configuration is also useful for checking the time-variability
of moving structures along the current sheet. For Configuration 2 shown in
Fig. 11b the pairs of spacecraft in the EIDOSCOPE configuration with electron
scale separation resolve electron scale structure in the direction across the
sheet (a 2 point problem at electron scales but with given orientation), as well
as this structure along the sheet over ion scales (a 2 point problem at ion scales
also with given orientation).

4 EIDOSCOPE mission

Spacecraft EIDO is a single spacecraft contribution to the SCOPE mission
forming the common mission, EIDOSCOPE. SCOPE consists of 5 spacecraft—
Mother, Near Daughter (ND) and 3 Far Daughter (FD) satellites (Fig. 12).
The Mother and ND are currently developed and will be built by JAXA while
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Fig. 12 SCOPE satellites

the 3 FD spacecraft will be built by the Canadian Space Agency (CSA). The
EIDOSCOPE mission lifetime is 3 years with a possible extension of 2 years.
The EIDO lifetime is limited due to the significant amount of fuel needed to
keep the spin axis oriented toward the sun, presently sized for a full 5 year
mission. The lifetime of the sun-pointing SCOPE Near Daughter is similarly
limited to 2–3 years and thus in the extension phase EIDO would be the only
spacecraft in the EIDOSCOPE constellation with a sun-pointing spin axis.

Launch All 5 SCOPE spacecraft will be launched on an H2-A rocket ei-
ther directly into a highly elliptical high-apogee orbit or via geosynchronous
transfer orbit. EIDO can be launched together with SCOPE with the same
launcher H2-A by using about 49% of the H2-A spare launch mass capacity.
From the injection orbit given by H2-A EIDO will take itself to the final
orbit. The propulsion system for putting EIDO in the final orbit is assumed
to use bi-propellant. The same propellant is used for spinning up, changing the
constellation and attitude control. EIDO is designed in a way that, if required,
it could also be launched by a separate launcher such as Vega. In this case
an additional solid rocket motor would be needed to put EIDO into a similar
orbit.

Orbit EIDOSCOPE will fly in an equatorial orbit with perigee 8–10 RE and
apogee 25–30 RE. The inclination of the orbit is adjusted depending on the
launch date so that the spacecraft apogee is in the center of the tailbox, the
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scientific target of interest in the tail. The orbit inclination can therefore be
within ±14 ◦. Figure 13a illustrates the orbit for the case when the apogee
crosses the tailbox during summer. Then, half a year later, Fig. 13b, the perigee
of the orbit is at the inner edge of the tailbox and apogee is out in the solar
wind. The amount of cumulative time spent in the tailbox is about 40 days
per year.

Spacecraft conf iguration During the initial phase of the mission, ∼1 years,
the SCOPE spacecraft are kept close together (less than 100 km) while EIDO
would approach from large distance down to ∼1000 km distance, see Fig. 4.
During the second phase the SCOPE spacecraft separation will be gradually
increased up to ∼5,000 km while at the same time EIDO will be close to one of
the Far Daughter satellites, see Fig. 5. During the same phase and eventually
also during the extension of the mission, the configuration where EIDO is
somewhere in the center of SCOPE constellation will be realised, see Fig. 6.

Operational mode The satellite payload is continuously operating throughout
the orbit. The exception is that the payload is switched off during the attitude
and configuration maneuvers. Two data streams are constructed – Summary
Data with lower data rate and Burst Data with full data rate. All Summary
Data are stored on-board continuously and all of them are transmitted to
the ground. Summary Data include particle moments, reduced distribution

Fig. 13 EIDOSCOPE orbits
with half a year separation.
The tailbox is defined as
a 4 RE thick, 20 RE long
and 10 RE wide box
located around the
most probable location
of the tail current sheet

(a)

(b)
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functions, sub-sampled wave fields and spectral information. Summary Data
have high enough quality (sampling frequencies, resolution, phase space cov-
erage, integrated particle moments) to satisfy large parts of the science goals
of the mission. Summary Data are also used for the real-time selection of
scientifically interesting intervals from which Burst Data should be transmitted
to the ground. The time intervals that are identified for the download of Burst
Data will be common for all EIDOSCOPE satellites. Burst Data are saved on-
board continuously from most of the orbit but due to telemetry constraints
only selected intervals can be transmitted to the ground. Burst Data with the
oldest and lowest priority that have not been transmitted to the ground are
continuously deleted to make room for the new observations. Approximately
2 orbits, 8–10 days, of Burst Data can be kept on-board.

Communication The SCOPE Mother will use X-band for both up- and
downlink, with the intersatellite communications and ranging system operating
in S-band. The Near Daughter communicates through the Mother, including
data downloads. The Far Daughters communicate to ground in S-band or
through Mother, but data are always downloaded directly to ground. EIDO
will use S-band for both up and downlink, with the capability to participate
in the SCOPE intersatellite communications and ranging system operating in
S-band. The SCOPE ground communication is based around a 64 m dish at
the Usuda Deep Space Center and a 34 m dish at the Uchinoura Space Center
(both in Japan). The EIDO ground communications can make use of ESA 15 m
or 35 m antennae supporting S-band. The possibility of using ESA antennae for
increased data return from SCOPE satellites should be considered.

Ground segment The SCOPE ground segment consists of three operational
entities: Science Operations Center (SOC), JAXA Mission Operations Center
(MOC) and CSA MOC. The EIDO ground segment consists of an ESA MOC.
In addition, ESA would participate in the SOC that would be run jointly by
JAXA, CSA and ESA. The SOC is responsible for the science planning, data
retrieval, data processing and data archiving of the science data from the whole
EIDOSCOPE mission. The JAXA MOC is responsible for the operations of
the Mother and ND and also for the uplink of the FD spacecraft commands
generated by the CSA MOC when inter-spacecraft separation is less than
100 km. The CSA MOC is responsible for the operations of the FD spacecraft.
The ESA MOC is responsible for the operation of the EIDO spacecraft. In
practice, the MOC’s and the SOC will work closely together, benefiting from
common activities and interests. Shared ground-station activities are likely to
optimise the data return for the mission.

International collaboration There is large international interest in the EIDO-
SCOPE mission. Potential participation could include provision of flight hard-
ware, collaboration in the mission design, and the contribution of additional
daughter spacecraft. Additional spacecraft could be used to improve resolution
and coverage of fluid or electron scales, or even larger system-scale monitor-
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ing. Possible partners include major space agencies such as NASA as well as
smaller national space agencies or individual laboratories.

Synergies with ground-based and low altitude observations Very strong syn-
ergy can be expected by combining EIDOSCOPE observations with ground-
based observations, including: global ground based observations of large areas
of the ionosphere (such as the SuperDARN project comprising radars with
global coverage of the polar regions); high resolution multi-point localized
measurements (such as auroral cameras, ground-based magnetometers and
high resolution incoherent radar observations); low-orbit in-situ observations
in conjunction with EIDOSCOPE. Such EIDOSCOPE-ground based obser-
vation synergies can be particularly efficient in studying regions of particle
acceleration in current sheets and jet fronts in the magnetotail. The structures
resolved by EIDOSCOPE in the magnetotail map to ionospheric structures of
a few km to a few hundred km in size, which is well resolved with ground-
based instrumentation. Furthermore, the magnetic footprint of EIDOSCOPE
near perigee moves very slowly in geographic coordinates, allowing extended
comparisons. Figure 14 shows the magnetic footprint moving across the fields
of view of ground-based all-sky cameras over a period of 13 hours.

Ground-based networks Large scale imaging of the ionosphere also adds con-
tinuous monitoring of magnetospheric physical processes on the system scale
that are not covered byEIDOSCOPE. There are relatively dense ground-based
networks both in Canada and Northern Scandinavia. The Canadian GeoSpace
Monitoring network offers the capability for excellent detailed conjunction
studies, which have been established during the preparation of the SCOPE

Fig. 14 EIDOSCOPE magnetic footpoints superposed on a map showing fields of view of all-sky
cameras. The dots are separated by 16 min, with every 5th point highlighted and its corresponding
UT shown (courtesy Eric Donovan)
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project. Furthermore, recently-developed phased-array radars at Poker Flat
and Resolute Bay allow comprehensive 3D monitoring of the ionosphere at
many times higher temporal and spatial resolution than before. A similar
system, EISCAT 3D, is planned to be deployed in the future in Northern
Fenno-Scandinavia. All of these radars will be running for many years before
the launch of EIDOSCOPE and thus will have accumulated sufficient expertise
in operations to become an efficient tool for conjunction studies.

Synergies with numerical simulations Numerical simulation support is indis-
pensable in the analysis of the data, and also forms an important element
during the planning stages to maximize the science return from the mission.
The EIDOSCOPE team has close links to many numerical simulation teams
who will provide the required support. Of particular importance will be results
from a range of different types of numerical simulations (MHD fluid, hybrid,
full-particle) to optimize the cross-scale aspects of the mission. The planning
for EIDOSCOPE will likewise serve to focus numerical simulation studies
toward the issues of multi-scale physics. This focused effort will bring new
simulation methods (e.g., seamless merger between a fluid code and a particle
code), new research schemes (e.g., mechanisms and support to share results
from a huge simulation run that is feasible in a limited number of facilities)
and potential breakthroughs in Plasma Universe research across the disciplines
that EIDOSCOPE will foster during the mission.

5 EIDO design

Spacecraft Figure 15 shows a possible design of the EIDO spacecraft. The
spacecraft has an octagonal shape, of overall diameter 2 m and height 1.5 m.
EIDO is a spin-stabilized satellite with spin axis pointing towards the Sun.
The spin axis angle is kept <10◦ with respect to the Sun. The propellant
consumption for attitude control is determined mainly by the requirement to
keep the spin axis pointing at the sun. Instruments are located on the upper
deck below the solar panels. Four fuel tanks are symmetrically located. A
possible layout of the instruments is shown in Fig. 16.

EIDOSCOPE payload overview Table 5 provides an overview of the baseline
instrument payload on all EIDOSCOPE spacecraft. Due to the specifics of the
EIDOSCOPEmission, the payload differs among the spacecraft. High accuracy
measurements covering fields and particles require large spacecraft such as
the SCOPE Mother and EIDO while many multi-point measurements are
obtained using the more modestly equipped SCOPE Far Daughter satellites.
The SCOPE Mother employs newly-designed particle instruments: (1) FESA
to obtain 10 msec electron sampling in the low density region of the magne-
totail, and (2) MESA/MIMS to cover the energy range up to 100–200 keV,
with significantly better resolution and geometric factor than has been possible
until now. The least equipped SCOPE Near Daughter has a sun-pointing spin
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Fig. 15 Possible overall design of spacecraft

axis with 60 m tip-to-tip wire booms and complements the SCOPE Mother
spacecraft in order to measure the full 3D electric fields at relatively low
frequencies. At higher frequencies, the Mother/Near Daughter pair resolves
2D electric fields at two points separated by electron scales. All SCOPE
spacecraft in addition have axial booms to measure, with less precision, the
local 3D electric fields (AC). The baseline payload of EIDO consists almost
entirely of proven technology, with heritage from recent missions (e.g., Cluster,
Polar, THEMIS, STEREO) combined with newly-developed concepts already
selected in the context of future missions (e.g., Bepi-Colombo, Solar Orbiter,
MMS).

Fig. 16 Possible layout of instruments on the spacecraft
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Science requirements on EIDO payload The science requirements on the
EIDO payload are summarized in Table 2. The requirements R1,R5-R8 deal
with instrument temporal resolution as compared to typical scales in plasma.
Figure 17 shows the typical characteristic spatial and temporal scales within
the plasmas that we expect EIDOSCOPE to encounter. The spatial scales can
be converted to temporal scales by applying a Doppler shift corresponding
to the characteristic plasma boundary speeds, i.e., 100-1000 km/s (black and
red dotted lines in Fig. 17). Figure 17 also summarizes all the EIDO baseline
instruments, their temporal resolution and how the resolution compares to the
characteristic electron/ion/fluid scales, as required by the science requirements
R1,R5-R8. The requirements R5-R8 deal with plasma particle measurements,
typical expected plasma parameters are shown in Fig. 2.

EIDO payload The EIDO baseline payload will consist of a full set of plasma
instruments, including AC and DC magnetometers, four wire probe antennas
to measure AC and DC electric fields in the spin plane, as well as thermal ion,
electron and ion composition instruments for measurements of the 3D particle

Fig. 17 Typical temporal and Doppler shifted spatial scales of physical processes and their
comparison to the temporal resolution of EIDO instrumentation
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Table 6 Description of EIDO payload

Instrument Short description

MAG DC magnetometer Dual-sensor instrument based on flux gate technology,
measuring ambient magnetic field. Heritage: Cluster,
Double Star, THEMIS etc.

ACB AC magnetomteter Tri-axial search coil instrument composed of 3 ELF/VLF
antennae. Heritage: Cluster, DEMETER, THEMIS,
MMS etc.

E2D wire boom electric field Four wire probe antennae extending 40–50 m from the
spacecraft. Electronics hardware includes an active
electron density sounder. Heritage: Cluster, THEMIS,
MMS, Bepi-Colombo etc.

EESA electron spectrometer Four dual top-hat electrostatic analysers arranged
around the spacecraft to obtain the full 3D distribution
function of electrons at high time resolution. Adaptive
geometric factors. Heritage: Freja, STEREO, MMS,
Bepi-Colombo etc.

HEP energetic electron/ion Instrument based on solid state detector technology with
spectrometer a pin-hole entrance aperture. Baseline: two detector sets

placed on opposite sides of the spacecraft. There is option
of using newly-developed design that among other things
provides a larger instantaneous field-of view. Heritage:
Cluster, MMS etc.

IESA ion spectrometer Four top-hat analysers arranged around the spacecraft
to obtain the full 3D distribution function of ions at
high time resolution.

ICA ion composition 360◦ top-hat electrostatic analyser capable of obtaining
spectrometer and discriminating the full 3D distribution function of

major ion species (H+, He+, He++, O+).
ECA energetic ion composition Time-of-flight vs. pulse-height sensor to obtain composition

spectrometer measurements of energetic ions. It will resolve as a
minimum H+ and O+ ions but there is a capability
to resolve also He ions. Heritage: Geotail, IMAGE,
MMS etc.

CPP central payload processor This processor will serve all the particle and field instruments.
A common processor for the whole instrument suite
eases the stringent time synchronization requirements,
simplifies coordinated data sampling and simplifies the
interface presented to the spacecraft.

Optional instrumentation Faraday Cup for solar wind measurements with very
high time resolution. Potential control device ASPOC
allowing to improve low energy ion and electron
measurements.

distribution functions and their moments (density, mass flux, etc.). Because
the core theme of EIDO is particle acceleration, EIDO will provide high time
resolution measurements of energetic particles including ion composition.
Table 6 gives the short summary of each instrument and Table 7 specifies the
Technology Readiness Levels (TRL), mass, power and data rate budget for
each instrument.

Data rates Table 8 gives the data rates generated by the whole EIDOSCOPE
mission and each spacecraft separately. The data rates depend on the way
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Table 7 EIDO TRL, mass, power and data rate budget

Instrument TRL DMM Mass Power Summary data Burst data Compres.
(kg) (W) (kbytes/s) (kbytes/s)

MAG 9 10% 1.03 1.65 0.37 – 2
ACB 8 10% 0.88 0.11 0.91 93.7 2
E2D 8 10% 8.80 0.44 1.41 125.5 2
EESA 6 20% 14.40 33.60 6.18 118.1 8
HEP 9 (2) 20% 2.40 (4.08) 3.12 (4.8) 0.24 (1.25) 1.5 (7.5) 8
IESA 6 20% 7.20 9.60 0.60 2.60 8
ICA 8 10% 3.85 6.60 1.21 4.2 8
ECA 5 20% 2.20 2.20 0.45 3.0 8
CPP 5 20% 6.00 19.20 – – –
Total 46.76 76.52 11.36 348.6

The mass of the magnetometer booms are excluded. Mass and power are given including Design
Maturity Margin (DMM). Compressed data rates for Summary and Burst data are specified.
Compression column shows the used compression factor for the Burst Data. HEP optional
parameters are in brackets

Burst Data and Summary Data are formed and will require coordination
among the EIDOSCOPE partners; these will be adjusted and refined during
the Assesment phase.

Sun-pointing EIDO The baseline proposition is to have EIDO as a sun-
pointing spin axis spacecraft, with spin period 4 s and spin axis <∼10◦ from
the Sun. There are several very important advantages in this choice driven
by EIDO’s science objectives and associated requirements. The sun-pointing
EIDO spacecraft allows high precision electric field measurements to be made.
Wire booms can be made much longer than axial booms, yielding significantly
lower noise levels and higher absolute accuracy. Moreover, even with wire
booms, the most sensitive and accurate measurements are in the direction
perpendicular to the solar direction, since booms oriented along the solar

Table 8 Approximate compressed data rates, data volumes, storage; downlink speed and required
downlink times

Mother ND Single FD EIDO Total

Stored data rate
Burst data (kbyte/s) 350–630 4–290b 14–300 350 6–2,770
Burst data (Gbyte/day)a 29–52 0.33–24 1.2–25 29 61–179
Summary data (kbyte/s) 16–42 1.55 4.4–12 11.4 91
Summary data (Gbyte/day) 1.3–3.5 0.13 0.4–1.0 0.94 3.5–7.5
Storage capacity 50–100 GB – 9–20 GB 100 GB
Downlink speed 4 Mbps – 400 kbps 600 kbps

Required downlink time
10 min burst data 0.12–0.31 h – 0.05–1 h 0.78 h 1.03–3.99 h
Daily summary data 0.84–2.09 h – 2.1–5.8 h 3.65 h 23 h

aAssumes 100% of the burst data are saved
bData saved on Mother
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direction are more prone to errors from wake and asymmetric photoelec-
tron cloud effects. This can be seen in Fig. 18, which illustrates the use of
different antennae and wire boom directions on THEMIS. By having two
components perpendicular to the sun, EIDO will be able to meet the sensitivity
requirements R2,R3 in Table 2. The sun-pointing characteristic of EIDO offers
also a unique capability to inter-calibrate instruments between EIDO and the
nearby Far Daughter satellite. This is particularly useful for the magnetic field
instruments (MAG, ACB), where the spin axis component is significantly
more difficult to calibrate. These instruments can be cross-calibrated against
the partner spacecraft’s spin-plane measurements. It will also be useful for
inter-calibration of E2D and the particle instruments.

3D electric f ield By locating EIDO close to one of the SCOPE Far Daughters,
EIDO will form another pair similar to the SCOPE Mother/Near Daughter.
This configuration will be excellent for 3D electric field measurements by
having wire boom measurements in all 3 directions, satisfying the requirement
R4. Electric field data from the instruments on the close pair can be used to
inter-calibrate each other’s measurements and minimise errors associated with
wake effects, spurious electric fields resulting from spacecraft charging and
offsets due to asymmetric photoemission. For scale sizes larger than the EIDO -
FD separation, the EIDO and FD electric field measurements can be combined
to give the full 3D electric field including any non-zero parallel (E·B) electric
field. At smaller scale sizes (typically near the electron scale), the paired
satellites provide two-point measurements with wire-boom measurements in
2 orthogonal planes.

Fig. 18 Comparison
of electric field spectra
in the solar wind from
different THEMIS probe
measurements. Sun-pointing
EIDO will measure two high
quality components of electric
field perpendicular to the
Sun-Earth line that are crucial
to get physics right at
electron/ion coupling scales
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Attitude EIDO is a spin-stabilized satellite with spin axis pointing towards the
Sun. The spin axis angle is kept <10◦ with respect to the Sun. The propellant
consumption for attitude control is determined mainly by the requirement
to keep the spin axis pointing at the sun. For attitude determination EIDO
will employ a star tracker. To keep the EIDO spin axis within 10◦ from the
Sun, EIDO will require attitude adjustments at least once every 10 days.
Attitude adjustments are done by a pair of thrusters mounted on the sides
of the spacecraft body. They use the same bi-propellant system as the main
spacecraft propulsion. The propellant consumption for precessing the spin
axis, for spinning up the spacecraft and for deploying the booms is ∼67 kg for
five years. It is mainly driven by the moment of inertia residing in the E2D
instrument wire booms. During attitude maneuvers high voltage instruments
will be required to be switched off for several hours.

Formation f lying EIDO will have to fly in a formation with the SCOPE satel-
lites. SCOPE uses inter-satellite ranging technology to determine the relative
distances between satellites to ∼10 m. The traditional orbit-determining pre-
cision from the ground for ranging orbits of this kind is ∼10 km with possible
later orbit reconstruction to ∼100 m. The SCOPE satellites will approach each
other as close 1 km, basing their navigation on the inter-satellite ranging. EIDO
will use the same inter-satellite ranging technology and will be able to estimate
its location within the SCOPE constellation with high precision when in the
range of inter-satellite ranging. However, EIDO will not approach closer than
10 km to the Far Daughter satellite during the nominal mission. For safety
EIDO will stay on an orbit with different orbital elements. The EIDO orbit
during the nominal mission should be far enough from the nearest satellite to
allow ground ranging and control of the EIDO orbit within the necessary safety
margins.

Satellite reconf iguration Controlling the satellite configuration requires pro-
pellant both when changing the satellite separation to a new configuration as
well as maintaining the configuration at some given separation scale. The fuel
costs of keeping satellites at a defined separation scale (orbit maneuvers once
every few orbits) varies approximately linearly with the spacecraft distance;
orbit corrections are necessary about once every 10 orbits. Table 9 summarizes
the expected requirements on the fuel or �V. For example, 1000 km re-
configuration costs ∼10 m/s in �V and the maintenance of such configuration
∼8 m/s yearly. The total mission �V is estimated to 300 m/s including 100%
contingency.

Telemetry Since the EIDO spin axis is sun-pointing, the angle between the
spin axis and the Earth ground station will vary throughout the orbit. To
have continuous contact with the Earth ground stations, two communication
antennas are mounted on the spin axis, one on each side of the satellite,
covering both hemispheres. The spacecraft switches between the two antennae
depending on the Earth’s location.
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Table 9 Fuel/�V requirements during the satellite deployment and reconfiguration assuming
50 m wire boom length

Operation Distance �V or fuel [kg]

Wire-boom deploym. – ∼7 kg fuel
Maintain formation L km ∼0.008 m/s/L/year
Formation change L km ∼0.01 m/s/L
Spin axis orientation – ∼12 kg/year

Clock synchronization To satisfy science requirement R9 the relative preci-
sion on data sampling among satellites shall be within L/1000 ms where L is the
satellite separation in km. For 100 km separation this implies 100 μs precision.
Using ground reconstruction, the reconstructed EIDO clock drift is less than
1 ms after 3 days of non-contact with ground. This precision will satisfy the
science requirement R9 for separations of ≥1000 km. For smaller separations
EIDO will have to use SCOPE ranging system to synchronize clocks. EIDO
separation will be at all times >10 km and therefore the highest requirement
on clock precision is 10 μs. Clock synchronization can then be achieved either
taking an active part in the inter-satellite communication or by listening to
the SCOPE Mother to Daughter satellite transmissions and locking the EIDO
clock to the Mother clock.

Mass budgetEIDOmass budget is given in Table 10. The total mass of 697 kg
is compatible with the capability of H2-A to carry, in addition to SCOPE,
additional load with total mass ≥1430 kg.

Table 10 EIDO mass budget

Subsystem CBE DMM CBE + DMM

Power 43.61 10% 47.97
TM & communic. 11.10 6% 11.70
Data handling 6.20 5% 6.60
Structure & mechan. 65.39 20% 73.15
Thermal control 5.90 20% 7.11
Harness 7.00 20% 8.40
Stiff booms 3.00 20% 3.60
Propulsion system (excl. propellant) 48.00 20% 57.60
ISL transponder (excl. antennas) 5.0 20% 6.00
Payload 40.24 16% 46.76
Balancing mass 5.00 0% 5.00
Total s/c dry mass w/o margin 273.89
System level margin 20% 54.78
Total s/c dry mass 328.67
Propellant spin-up & precession 67.00
Propellant final orbit & mission �v 201.15
Total spacecraft mass 596.82
Launcher adapter 100
Total mass installed on H2-A 696.82
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Table 11 EIDO power
budget in W

Subsystem Sun Eclipse

Avionics 22.2 22.2
RF system 68.0 8.0
AOCS 4.3 4.3
Propulsion 5.5 5.5
Thermal 0 20
Power S/S 16.8 16.8
Total platform 116.8 76.8
Payload 76.5 76.5
Total 193.2 153.3
Total (incl. 20% margin) 231.9 183.9

Power budget Table 11 shows the total power budget of EIDO. The solar ar-
rays cover ≈2 m2 of the sun-oriented surface. This gives a maximum available
power of 740 W. Taking into account degradation of solar cells and possible
loss of solar cell strings, we estimate that this will provide ≈400 W, at end-of-
life. The transfer stage to the final orbit may impose a requirement to have
solar panels on the side of the spacecraft body as well because the spin axis
of the spacecraft may not point straight at the sun; this is taken into account
in mass budget. The battery sizing is based on a worst-case eclipse load of
184 W and duration 6 h. In eclipse the transponder is assumed to be turned off
(−60 W) and replaced by a heater dissipating +20 W.

Environmental constraints The electromagnetic cleanliness requirements are
similar to earlier missions such as Cluster, MMS, and THEMIS. The radiation
environment during the complete mission lifetime is expected to be less
than 60 krad (1.5 mm) and 10 krad (4 mm), and hence does not appear to be
problematic. EIDO will need to be compliant with all the management, design
and operational requirements on space debris mitigation for ESA Projects.

6 Science Operations and Archiving

Management The EIDOSCOPE Science Operations Centre (SOC) will have
responsibility for the science planning, data retrieval, and data processing. The
SOC will be responsible for receiving inputs from the science working teams
(SWT) together with detailed instrument commanding from the PI teams.
The SOC will be responsible for coordination of these inputs to form a joint
science operations plan that will be passed to the MOCs for implementation.
Previous missions, notably Cluster and Double Star, have adopted such a joint
strategy. The relatively close formation of EIDO and SCOPE together with
the science objectives that require detailed comparison and manipulation of
data across the various spacecraft will require an effective and efficient joint
operations strategy and mechanism. Common data formats and data access will
ensure that the science objectives can be met through analysis of data from all
the spacecraft involved. The reduction from raw data to science-quality data
products will be the responsibility of the individual PIs.
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Community input The PI teams, SWT, and SOCs form the natural routes
for community input into the science and mission planning. Ground-based
observations will extend the science objectives both by providing a global scale,
e.g., as imaged in the auroral regions, and by employing EIDOSCOPE data
for studies of the Sun/Earth connection. In the first instance, this would be
done through representation at SWT level but it could involve coordination
between, for example, EIDOSCOPE and ground-based SOCs.

The onboard Data Handling System (DHS) DHS will store, prioritise, pack,
and transmit science and housekeeping data. The science instruments generate
raw data at a rate of roughly 340 kBytes/s (after compression) or 160 GBytes
over 2 full orbits. The DHS will need to store this data to enable it to be
telemetred, in whole or selected subintervals, via contact periods with the
mission ground stations. Depending on the available telemetry, selection will
be made on the basis of visual inspection of quick-look data or pre-determined
time intervals based on orbit predictions. Onboard triggering of science events
will be implemented for SCOPE. It may be envisaged for EIDO as well,
but would in any case be impractical across the EIDOSCOPE constellation
without inter-satellite communication. The SOC will need to ensure that the
telemetred intervals of highest resolution data for EIDO and SCOPE match.

Data production The Summary Data will be hosted by the ESDS for public
access. In addition to its role in the SOC’s selection of full-resolution data for
download, the Summary Data will aid the SOC in future science planning. The
Summary Data form the mission Quick-Look products and will be put online
within 24 hours of ground receipt. Reduction of the full instrument data to
high-quality science products will be the responsibility of the PI institutes in
conjunction with facilities run by their National Agencies. This will involve a
two-stage process. Within one month of receipt, initial versions of the science
data will be generated based on ground-calibration information updated using
inflight experience and refinements. Calibrated full-resolution data will be
delivered to the ESDS within 3 months of ground receipt and will be open
to the public.

Data access EIDOSCOPE will establish an EIDOSCOPE Science Data Sys-
tem (ESDS) during the early phases of the mission, e.g., by the selection of an
ESDS PI. The ESDS will provide both EIDOSCOPE and the wider public a
web-based interface to the mission data products. It is expected to conform to
emerging Virtual Observatory standards, for example data being conformant
with the SPASE standards. Good heritage and practice from the Cluster
Science Data System [54] together with ongoing web-based data analysis tools
such as Automated Multi Dataset Analysis [55] will ensure open access in
an efficient and user-friendly environment. We would expect the long-term
archive to be held by the Agency(ies), building on the CAA heritage. In
this case, we would expect the ESDS and mission archive to be transparently
connected rather than independent; this requires early planning.
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7 Outlook

Recently a Forum on the Future of Magnetospheric Physics organized by
the International Space Science Institute has identified particle acceleration
and cross-scale coupling as the key outstanding topics to be addressed in
future near-Earth space missions. This requires multi-spacecraft missions on
multiple scales—an endeavor, which can only be implemented via interagency
collaboration. We have described a multi-spacecraft mission concept EIDO-
SCOPEwhere by adding a single ESA spacecraftEIDO to JAXA/CSA mission
SCOPEmakes possible to address some of the key science questions of particle
acceleration related to cross-scale coupling in space plasma, particularly at
plasma boundaries. We show that having sun-pointing EIDO with comprehen-
sive plasma payload gives decisive advantages in obtaining high quality data
necessary to address those questions. The next years are crucial to finalize
the definition of the next multi-spacecraft multi-scale mission that will serve
the science community after current and upcoming multi-spacecraft missions
Cluster, Themis and MMS. EIDOSCOPE offers ESA excellent opportunity for
a fraction of M-class mission costs to become and integral part of major multi-
agency mission addressing outstanding science questions.
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